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“I was thinking how we talk a lot about dis-graces more than graces; more dis-likes than likes; more dis-affects than affects… 
Our society seems to be the society of ‘dis-value’, where we shut up like a clam on our problems, unable to communicate 
because we see dark all things and we don’t have confidence and hope. Let’s rediscover this wonderful challenge where love 
can be win only and let us be the winner”.         (Abba Sandro) 

 

Celebrating the 25th anniversary of Abba 
Elio in Zway 

Abba Elio offered us a great gift: to join together a group of 
friends on his grave, after 25 years from his death, in his 
church, with so many people who knew him well or just 

heard about him. Emotions, no regrets but lively memories 
which give people strength, desire to go on, to make the 
future a real and possible present. Abba Elio had this great 
capacity of believing everything is possible, he proved it with 
his deeds and asks that now from us. We want to be testifiers 
of his courage. He has never been forgotten there, in his land. 
During the entertainment events for children, at the 
celebration, a boy of 12 years told me: "my mother tell me 
Abba Elio was a good man" and he desperately wanted to 
receive a copy of the brochure about his life, translated in 
Amharic. After the Mass, with many Salesians and the Bishop 
of Meki, thanks to the hospitality given by Abba Dino, a great 
party took place: games, acrobats, football matches, lottery 

and a lunch served for 1000 people, an infinite festival. On 
the back, his grave brilliant with flowers and his church, 
renovated for the occasion. These words from the group 
Amici del Sidamo were proclaimed and translated: "Abba 
Elio was a great friend, a master, an example. He was always 
full of enthusiasm and spent his entire life for the young 

people, loving them, saving them as Don Bosco did. He lead 
young people to believe in the most beautiful and important 
values of life: friendship, loyalty, spending time for others. 
For this reasons he had no limits: he left Italy for Ethiopia, 
where he spent all himself until his death, preaching love, 
justice, fraternity. His death gave its fruits and our presence 
here is the evidence. Coming here from Italy, he allowed 

many italian volunteers to come here and get to know you. 
They are the group Amici del Sidamo, which I am 
representing here today. Many people would have come 
here to be with us, and they are here with their spirit, 
prayers, with their loyalyt in Italy, working or preparing 
themselves to come here with you every summer. Teresa, 

Luca, Stefano, Laura, chose to stay here to work and play with 
you, to help you have a better future. This is what Elio would 
wish if he was still alive today; how happy would he be now 
to see all of you play and pray together! Thank you Abba Elio 
because you always love us, with your presence before this 
church you are telling us: "don't give up, the path is a good 
one, go on, I'm with you! And thank you because you are 
here to celebrate with me! Yours Abba Elio". 

(Maurizio from Brescia) 

The Amharic words written for the occasion say: "Thank you 
for your gift. If we collaborate, we will get the biggest hope 
ever". His deeds were great. I don't have words enough to 
express what happened on his anniversary. It's impossible to 
think about young people of Zway without him. Abba Elio has 
been a special gift for Zway. (Bogale from Zway) 
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A soup made of stones 
The day I received the e-mail 
from the volunteers with my 
destination for this summer, 
Zway, I was with some 
friends who shared the 
experience of Ethiopia with 
me two years ago for the 
first time. Reading it with 
them was like coming full 
circle, and I understood that 

this time I'm not going alone, I'm really going with the group 
of Amici del Sidamo, and I feel supported and accompanied 
by many people. Some of them will go with me, some others 
will be very close to me even if they are far away. This is an 
added value to my experience. I'm coming back to a place 
which feels like home to me and I know that in this decision 
I'm supported and loved by many friends, who "speak my 
own language". This is my lucky break! Honestly, I don't know 
what to say if not that I'm tranquil, enthusiastic, happy and 
scared enough to take that flight and bring to Ethiopia that 
"soup made of stones" that Amici del Sidamo helped me 
prepare this year.   (Valentina from Bologna) 

 

Did you know that..? 
Buhèh (ቡሄ) is celebrated on 19th of August, and its origins have to be found in the Ethiopian orthodox 
church. It reminds of Jesus' Transfiguration on the Tabor. During Buhèh people traditionally recall old 
generation's values. Young and old people perform together songs and prayers. This traditional festivity 
recently had to struggle against the big changes happening in Addis Ababa. For example now people 
receive gifts and money instead of fresh bread, a sign that they don't have time to spend preparing the 
feast. They crack the whips, traditionally brought by young shepherd boys to advise they are coming. 
After the sunset the party goes on, on the streets where some fireplaces light up the night and hundreds 
of people sing and dance, anticipating New Years Day in September. The whips imitate the sound of a 
thunder that could be heard and seen during the Transfiguration in the sky. At night, the fireplace 
represents the light illuminating Jesus. Buhèh also indicates the last day of rainy season, when 
everybody thank and pray for the good crop and meditate about the meaning of these biblical events. 

http://www.africanews.com/2016/08/29/ethiopia-cultural-elements-of-buhe-the-feast-of-transfiguration// 

Ato Ayale's bikes 
When we talk about bicycles we usually think about brand 
new Decathlon's bicycles with big wheels and baskets; but 
this time I want to tell you about Ato Ayale's bikes. He's a 
man living in Zway with his second wife, his children and a 
cow, whose milk he sells for 20 birr. Ato Ayale has got a place 
where he repairs bicycles, on the street where the market 

begins. He brings his tools under a big acacia and every 
afternoon he repairs bikes. Some of them are not even worth 
to be repaired, but he still buys them from the owners and 
rents out them to children playing around, to take a round 
for a birr. When time finishes and children don't come back 
or try to cheat, Ato Ayale restores order, punches them on 
the ground, without hurting them, and gets back his bicycles. 
Children shout enthusiastic "Ayale! Ayale!", satisfied 
because they see he always wants to make things right. We 
both have great respect for each other and the educational 
role we have here. His bikes are made of other bikes pieces, 
and they have lived a long life with many children. My life 

here is like one of these bicycles: I have had so many different 
pedals, friends who always helped me. Some of them go 
faster, some of them are simpler. Ato Ayale checks up the 
handlebars, but his bikes don't have lights or breaks, because 
you don't need them for a round of ten minutes. It's a brief 
but fantastic round. Those bikes are not made for adults and 
are not made to go at night. Children go fast and crash on 
cows, old people, wagons, crying for happiness. They learn 
how to bike and sometimes Ato Ayale helps them. My time 
is finishing. My mother is leaving, she is calling me. I must 
pick up all the goods I've just bought at the market: eggs, 
flour, wheat, new plastic shoes, vegetables, my brothers and 
sisters. I will spend some hours on the gari, where I have time 
to recall those memories, and the emotions I felt on the bike 
in an instant. And I will count the days until I will get another 
birr to take a round. Because in this darkness of poverty, 
among unrealised dreams, Ato Ayale's bikes are 
extraordinary. My bike is there, Ato Ayale has just checked 
the handlebars which were too big for me and twisted, he 
fixed the pedals. The seat is also soft. But you are children 
and you don't care about a soft seat. Have you got a birr? Do 
you trust your feet? You just have to bike without crashing or 
hurting anybody, you should get the illusion you are going far 
away, you are going faster and faster, even if just for a few 
minutes. But, I can say it from the bottom of my heart, these 
will be the greatest minutes of your day, and may be of your 
life.    (Teresa from Zway - Ethiopia) 

To make up your mind about your life… 
I was five years old and it was Christmas day. My mother 
showed me and my sister a photograph and said: "You will 
have a new brother, his name is Habib and he comes from 
Dida". My parents had just decided for a long-distance 
adoption. From that day on, every 25th December, my family 

http://www.africanews.com/2016/08/29/ethiopia-cultural-elements-of-buhe-the-feast-of-transfiguration/
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had the tradition of watching a DVD about the history and 
condition of those children in Ethiopia. I started thinking 
about the idea to go there and personally get to know them. 
I've always spent my time with children at the oratory, I felt 
a motivation which pushed me to move a step forward, 
somewhere else, in a different land with a different culture. 
But I've never left because of problems with my studies. My 
sister, who had a completely different story, decided to go to 

Ethiopia, too, and she did it entering the group of Amici del 
Sidamo. Once she came back, she suggested me the same, 
because she felt the importance of being accompanied and 
supported by sensitive and friendly people. And so I started 
this path, and became a member of the group in Sesto San 

Giovanni. I finally left in 2016 for Addis Ababa, where my 
destination was Bosco Children. I had waited so long that 
moment that I could feel like I've always been there, in those 
places, with those smells, with those same people. That first 
month changed my life. When I came back I was so 
enthusiastic that I became responsible for my group and took 
care of Meskerem and week-end working camps. But being 
an active member of that group was not enough; I really 
wished my life, in general, could change completely. So I 
finished my specialization course in Graphics, and I 
continued to work in the same business I had been working 
for two years, until they offered me an undetermined 
contract. I knew that from that point on, I would have been 
a graphic for the rest of my life. But I was still thinking about 
Ethiopia every day, talking about it with friends, I was still 
desiring it, so I couldn't stop everything for a permanent 
salary. So I tried to attend the faculty of Education Sciences, 
because I decided that my future would be among children 
and young people, here or in Ethiopia. Now I'm still studying 
there, I like to think I can get my degree to leave Italy and live 
there, who knows... in the meantime I could spare some time 
this summer and I'm leaving for three months, in Mekanissa. 
You may think this is a very simple story, which goes on 
without difficulties, but it was not. There are hard moments, 
especially when you take this decision in our society, which 
isn't on your side. But the solution is to surround yourself 
with people who believe, dream, walk with you, because 
together we can make things possible and easier. With such 
friends I could turn my dream into a real and concrete project 
for my life. For the next three months I just want to learn as 
much as I can because I know it won't stop with my return 
ticket in September! (Luca from Sesto San Giovanni- Milan) 

 

 
Working camp in ‘Abba House’ in Bologna 

 
12 Hours of Sport in Cernusco (Milan).

 vinci.patr1@gmail.com   -   ipatracci@gmail.com 

 www.amicidelsidamo.org      “Amici del Sidamo – In missione”    “Amici del Sidamo” 
 

 

“To succeed in giving hope in the future is our first testimony.” (Br. Donato.) 

The quote 
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